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1  Abstract

The objective of this project was to design and construct a 7x7x7 LED 
cube, a three dimensional grid of LEDs that can be used to draw shapes 
in 3D space. Each LED acts as a voxel, or volumetric pixel, and has 
the appearance of being individually controlled. An Arduino Mega 
microcontroller is responsible for deciding which LEDs should be on or 
off at any given time and rapidly switching the transistors that provide 
power to the LEDS. The final LED cube is entirely self-contained in a 
laser-cut, acrylic enclosure, and can be powered from the wall with a 
“wall wart” DC power supply. A panel of buttons on the side allows the 
user to easily switch the cube between eight display patterns. 

A video of the finished cube can be found here: 
http://youtu.be/6bSUmbWXfK8

This project was also published as an Instructable: 
http://www.instructables.com/id/Self-Contained-7x7x7-LED-Cube/

2  Introduction 

Many attempts have been made to display three-dimensional visuals 
to a user. The majority rely on a technique known as stereopsis, in 
which slightly different two-dimensional images are displayed to each 
eye. The brain is then able to calculate depth information from the 
differences in the images [1].

Devices that make use of this effect are known as stereo displays and 
often make use of glasses to ensure that the correct image reaches 
each eye. Examples include the traditional glasses with red and cyan 
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lenses as well as the polarized display and shutter systems increasingly 
included in modern televisions. However, because these systems rely 
on calculating what a 3D world would look like from two points in 
space, they are inherently prone to problems with view angle and 
visual fatigue [2]. 

A more direct approach is a truly volumetric three-dimensional 
display, in which light is physically emitted from volumetric pixels, 
or voxels, in 3D space [3]. Such a display would require enormous 
numbers of voxels at high resolutions, but has the advantage of being 
viewable from all angles. This method of displaying 3D visuals was 
pursued in this project.

This project was originally inspired by a project on Instructables, 
in which an 8x8x8 cube of light emitting diodes was constructed as 
a low-resolution volumetric display. It used a series of multiplexors 
to display output from a computer on the LED cube [4]. My project 
instead aims to produce a self-contained unit, capable of controlling 
its own operations and having no external connections aside from 
a connection to an AC power outlet. Although I will build on some 
techniques used in the Instructable when constructing my 7x7x7 three-
dimensional lattice of LEDs, my circuit and program will necessarily 
be very different.

3  Theory of Operation

Before discussing the design of the cube itself, it is instructive to 
gain a brief background understanding of the main components that 
comprise it.  
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3.1  Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)

By far the most frequently used component in this project will be the light 
emitting diode, a semiconductor-based light source first made practical 
in 1962. LEDs have three major advantages over other light sources: 
they are compact, extremely energy efficient, and reliable enough that 
they can be soldered into place and never need replacement.

In order to produce light, LEDs make use of a p-n junction, similar 
to that used in a regular diode. When the electrons carrying charge in 
the n-type semiconductor reach the p-n junction, the electrons fill the 
holes in the p-type silicon. In an LED, special semiconductors are used 
so that the electrons fall to a lower energy level when they combine 
with holes, emitting photons in the process, as depicted in Figure 
1. LEDs are typically contained in epoxy. Their internal structure is 
shown in Figure 2 [7]. 

 

Figure 1: Electrons combine with holes at the p-n junction to produce photos in an 
LED [5].
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Figure 2: Internal structure of an LED [6].

3.2  NPN Bipolar Junction Transistors

Bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) are semiconducting devices used in 
switches or amplifying operations. There are two types of BJTs, PNP 
and NPN, corresponding to the types of semiconductor doping in the 
layers inside the transistor. This project involves only NPNs, which 
allow current to flow from the collector to the emitter when the base is 
at a higher voltage than the emitter [9]. See Figure 3.

 

Figure 3: NPN transistor [8]. Current is allowed to flow from the collector to the 
emitter when when Va > 0.7 V. 
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3.3  Arduino Mega Microcontroller

The Arduino Mega 2560 R3 is among the largest boards in the Arduino 
open-source microcontroller platform. The board runs at 5 V, has an 
onboard power supply, and contains a 16 MHz processor. A newer 
installment in the Arduino product line, the Due, has significantly 
greater processing power but runs at 3.3 V, too low to be able to 
adequately switch the circuits driving the LEDs. The Mega has 70 ports 
that can be configured for digital I/O [11]. Programs are uploaded to 
the board over USB, and are written as Arduino Sketches, a layer on top 
of C++. Object orientation can be added through the addition of C++ 
libraries [12]. A full list of components can be found in Appendix A.

 

Figure 4: Photo of the Arduino Mega Microcontroller [10].

4  Electrical Design

4.1  Design Overview

In its simplest form, a LED cube is a three-dimensional array of lights 
in space, with each light either on or off at any given moment in time. 
To achieve complete control over those lights, each LED needs to 
appear to be controlled individually.
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Doing this directly, however, is not feasible. Let X be the number of 
LEDs on each side of the LED cube. X3 digital I/O ports would then be 
needed to control each LED individually. This might work for smaller 
cubes, but for larger values of X, this quickly exceeds the number of 
ports available on any standard microcontroller. For this 7x7x7 cube, 
343 ports would be needed.

This problem is commonly resolved by rapidly flickering through the 
layers of the LED cube quickly enough to create the illusion of being 
able to control every LED independently [13]. An explanation follows:

Figure 5 shows a simple LED cube (X=2). Each vertex contains an 
LED. The anodes of each column are connected as depicted in grey, 
and the cathodes of each horizontal layer are connected as depicted in 
black. Without going into details yet, assume that the microcontroller 
can connect and disconnect each column from power and each layer 
from ground. 
 

Figure 5: Diagram of a 2x2x2 LED cube.

To display a three-dimensional image on the cube, the microcontroller 
would first connect the top layer to ground and then supply power to 
the columns associated with the LEDs that were supposed to be lit in 
that layer. This would cause the LEDs corresponding to those columns 
in the top layer to emit light. After a short delay, the top layer and all 
columns would be switched off and the process would be repeated for 
the lower layer.
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By quickly flickering through the layers, perhaps several hundred times 
per second, every layer will appear to be lit at once. The flicker fusion 
threshold, the rate above which flickering lights appear constant, in 
humans is about 60 Hz [14], so the cube needs to cycle through every 
layer at least 60 times per second. 

This same process will scale for larger cubes, like the one I built, pictured 
in Figure 6. Just as with the 2x2x2 example, all the cathodes in each 
colored layer are connected, and the anodes in each column are also 
connected. Flickering down the colored layers at a high enough speed 
can create the illusion of having individual control over the LEDs. 
 

Figure 6: Layer diagram of a 7x7x7 LED cube.

Switching the LEDs in layers and columns makes larger cubes feasible. 
A total of X2 + X digital outputs are needed to control such a cube: X2 
for the columns and X for the layers. Therefore, to build a 7x7x7 cube, 
56 ports are needed, rather than 343. The Arduino Mega has 70 pins 
that can be used as digital I/O ports, leaving 14 ports open for external 
pushbutton switches to switch the pattern displayed on the cube.
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4.2  LED Lattice Design

The general design of the actual lattice of the LED cube has already been 
mentioned, with the anodes connected in columns and the cathodes 
connected in layers. The LEDs need to be suspended in a perfect grid 
with as little material between them as possible in order to maximize 
the amount of light that is able to pass through the cube. The most 
elegant solution is to use the legs of the LEDs themselves to support 
the framework. The cathodes of every LED in a layer can be soldered 
together with additional 24 gauge wires to add additional strength. The 
anodes of each LED in a column can be soldered together to support the 
layers on top of each other. The details of how the lattice was soldered 
together can be found in the Section 6: Final Cube Construction, but 
the finished result can be seen in Figure 7.
 

Figure 7: Photo of fully soldered 7x7x7 LED lattice.

4.3  Circuit Design

The electrical circuit needs to accomplish three tasks: provide a stable 
DC supply, allow the current-sensitive, digital output pins on the 
Arduino Mega to switch the relatively high currents needed for the 
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LEDs, and allow the Arduino to detect when the routine switching 
buttons are pressed. The circuit diagrams below are broken up to 
reflect these three different tasks.

For the DC supply itself, I made use of a 5 V, 2 A wall wart style power 
supply to convert the AC from the wall outlet. When plugged into 
the wall it actually provides 5.4 V, but the Arduino’s internal voltage 
regulator is able to bring that voltage down to the 5 V it requires. Tests 
with a variable voltage power supply found that the Arduino Mega 
continued to function even when only 3.9 V was supplied.

The wall wart’s jack plugs into a power port on the PCB through a hole 
in the acrylic enclosure. As shown in Figure 8, the leads on the port 
run to a double pole, double throw switch, which allows power to be 
easily switched off from the outside of the cube without needing to 
remove the power jack. The power and ground lines then go to power 
the circuits controlling the LEDs and to the unregulated voltage input 
and ground pins on the Arduino.

 

Figure 8: Circuit providing power to the Arduino and LED cube. The DPDT switch 
turns the whole cube on and off. The 0 V bin from the power port defines ground and 
the 5 V line goes off to power the LEDs. 

Before discussing the second circuit, it is necessary to explain the choice 
of LED of the cube. 3 mm diffused blue LEDs were chosen because 
they are bright, give the appearance of a point light source and have 
better view angles than non-diffused LEDs. The variety I purchased is 
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designed to drop 3.3 V and have a current of 20 mA, giving them an 
effective resistance of 165 Ω. The emission spectrum for these LEDs is 
detailed in Appendix B.

The transistor circuit that allows the Arduino pins to switch the 
columns and layers of the cube is significantly more complex. An 
abbreviated diagram is shown in Figure 9. The 5 V line from the power 
circuit provides runs into this circuit. The following circuit is repeated 
for each column. The 5 V first goes through a 100 Ω resistor to drop 
the voltage enough for the LED and to bring it to a low enough level 
that it can be controlled by the 5 V Arduino pin. The current then flows 
into an NPN transistor, the base of which is controlled by an Arduino 
output pin protected by a 560 Ω resistor. Current then flows from the 
emitter of the transistor out to the anodes of the LEDs in that column. 
 

Figure 9: Transistor circuit allowing the sensitive Arduino Mega pins to switch the 
columns and layers on and off. The circuit is abbreviated due to the large number of 
repeated regions in parallel. Dashed rectangles denote regions that are repeated, and 
text labels state the number and purpose of repeats. 
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Another NPN transistor controls the grounding of each of the layers. 
The current flows out of the collective cathode for that layer into the 
collector of a power NPN transistor. The current through this transistor 
could equal 20 mA * 49 = 0.98 A, so a power transistor is needed. A 4.7 
kΩ resistor protects the Arduino pin that controls this transistor. The 
emitter of the transistor is connected straight to ground.

The final circuit is used for detecting when the pushbutton switches on 
the exterior of the acrylic case are pressed. The circuit is diagrammed 
in Figure 10. When the pushbutton is open, the digital input port is 
grounded through the resistor. If the pushbutton is pressed, however, 
the digital input will be at the 5 V coming from the Arduino’s voltage 
regulator. This allows the microcontroller to detect the button being 
pushed to know when to switch to a different display mode.

 

Figure 10: Circuit to detect presses of the pushbuttons that switch the display routine. 
If the button is pressed, the input will be at 5 V. Otherwise, it will be tied to ground 
through the resistor. 

5  Miniature Prototype

As a proof-of-concept, I initially constructed a 2x2x2 prototype. Since 
the blue LEDs were still being shipped, I constructed the cube lattice 
out of eight 5 mm green LEDs that were available in the lab. After 
testing the methods used to solder the lattice, which are discussed in 
detail later, four column circuits and two row circuits were assembled 
on a breadboard. These circuits were linked to an Arduino via jumper 
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wires. The contraption was tested using a simple program that 
alternated through the lights one at a time in a spiral pattern. A photo 
of the 2x2x2 cube can be seen in Figure 11.

I had originally planned to use an Arduino Due to control the LED 
cube in order to take advantage of its increased processing power. 
However, when I initially used it for the 2x2x2 cube, it quickly became 
apparent that a 3.3 V board would not be able to switch the column 
transistor circuits. 

 

Figure 11: Prototype 2x2x2 Cube

LED brightness is a significant issue in the LED cube, because an LED 
can only be on a maximum of 1/7th of the time due to the necessary 
flickering between layers. On the Due, the digital I/O ports can only 
go up to 3.3 V, limiting the maximum voltage drop across the LEDs 
to 2.6 V, since NPNs require a base-emitter voltage of at least 0.7 V 
to be switched on. By switching to an Arduino Mega, the voltage and 
current going through the LEDs was increased from 2.66 V 0.9 mA to 
3.07 V 19 mA, visibly increasing brightness.
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6  Final Cube Construction

6.1  LED Lattice

The first segment of the final cube to be constructed was the 7x7x7 LED 
lattice itself. Precisely soldering such a complex object is nontrivial and 
required laser cut templates. Figure 12 shows the first template used. 
The template was cut out of ¼” particle board such that the 3 mm 
LEDs were held snugly in place. The holes were spaced so that when 
the cathode leg was bent flat, its tip would just come into contact with 
the base of the cathode of a neighboring LED. 

 

Figure 12: Laser-cut soldering template with first 13 LEDs in place.

The soldering of each of the seven layers began by inserting LEDs 
into the template in an L with the cathode leg bent flat against the 
neighboring LED, as shown in the Figure 12. The cathodes were then 
soldered together, and more rows of LEDs were added to begin to form 
a comb, as starts to be shown in Figure 13. Further 24-gauge wire was 
added for additional support. This is depicted in Figure 14. The layers 
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were then removed from the template.
 

Figure 13: Soldering template with LEDs beginning to form a “comb.”

 
Figure 14: LED layer in template with one wire support added. An additional support 
was added in the middle of each layer. 

Figure 15 shows how the layers were soldered together to form a cube. 
The tips of the anode legs of each LED in the lower layers were bent 
so as to hook around the LED above them. Then, wooden, laser-cut 
spacers were used to prop the next layer in place as the bent anodes 
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were soldered to the base of the anodes on the LEDs above them. The 
layers were then slid slightly to ensure that each layer was perfectly 
above the one before it. Repeating this process seven times yielded the 
7x7x7 LED lattice shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 15: Joining the layers of the cube. Note the laser-cut spacer and bend at the top 
of the anode legs of the LEDs. 

The transistor circuits diagrammed in Figure 9 and the resistors for 
the circuit in Figure 10 were then soldered to two prototype boards, 
as shown in Figure 16. The power and ground lines of the two boards 
were connected with header pins as shown.
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Figure 16: Soldered circuit boards.

6.2  Box Design

To protect the fragile base of the cube and to contain the circuits that 
controlled it, I laser-cut an acrylic box from 1/8” acrylic. The completed 
box can be seen in Figure 17.

 

Figure 17: Acrylic box with mounted components.



The top and bottom of the bottom of the box have slots around their 
edges. Tabs on the top and bottom of the side panels fit into these slots, 
and the box is secured shut with screws in the corners (not pictured). 
Acorn caps on the screws form the feet of the box.

The Illustrator plans for the box are shown to scale in Figure 18, with 
the exception of the base of the box. The bottom of the box was identical 
to the top, but without any of the holes in the center. All pieces of the 
box were cut as measured, since the laser beam was fine enough that 
the kerf does not have to be corrected for.

 

Figure 18: Plans for the acrylic box, minus the base. All lines were cut except for the 
CS logo and outline

The additional holes in the top of the enclosure were as follows: 49 
holes for the legs of the LED lattice, a slot to admit the ribbon cable 
that grounds the layers, and 8 holes for pushbutton switches. The 
square hole in the back was for the Arduino USB port. The holes in 
the left side were for the DPDT power switch and the DC power port, 
which was glued to the underside of the top of the box.
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6.3  Final Assembly

All of the individual components were then wired together with ribbon 
cable as diagrammed. Photos of this process are shown in Figure 19. 
  

Figure 19: Photographs of final wiring and assembly.

I wired each of the columns’ circuits to the Arduino pins in the order 
of left-to-right, bottom-to-top, as you look down from the top of the 
cube. Figure 20 shows the completed cube.
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Figure 20: Completed cube.

7  Software Design

7.1  Program

For the program, I attempted to loosely follow the Model-View-
Controller paradigm. By that I mean that I kept the information 
about the model—information about what the state should be and 
updating it—separate from the view, which displays that information 
on the cube. The main Arduino sketch acts as the controller, passing 
information from the model to the view to be displayed.

This program is divided into many classes to make a clean object-
oriented program. Arduino deals with these C++ classes as libraries. 
Before we get to the main program, I will briefly discuss several 
libraries I wrote.
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7.2  PushButton

A PushButton deals with getting input from the pushbutton switches 
on the front of the cube. It is told what pin the pushbutton circuit is 
connected to, and then it can be asked whether it has been pressed or 
released since you last checked it. The interface of PushButton can be 
found in Appendix E.

7.3  Routine

A routine object is responsible for calculating what the cube should 
be displaying each turn. It is repeatedly told to update its state based 
on the amount of time that has passed since it was last told to update. 
We can extend Routine and override the update method to make new 
routines for the cube. Routines also hold a 3D array of booleans that 
represents the current state of the cube. The routine does not do the 
actual displaying of the array on the cube. That falls to the CubeView. 
The interface of PushButton can be found at the top of Appendix D.

7.4  CubeView

A CubeView handles displaying a 3D array of booleans (from the 
Routine) on the cube. It does this one layer at a time, shifting to the next 
layer every time you tell it to display. The interface and implementation 
of CubeView can be found in Appendix E.

7.5  Overview of Main Program

The main program keeps around a pointer to the Routine it is currently 
running. In the loop() the main program repeatedly tells the current 
routine to update, copies the new frame the routine has generated into 
a local variable, and then checks to see if there has been any input on 
the buttons. If any buttons have been pressed, it deletes the old routine 
and replaces it with a new one that lights up the whole cube. If a button 
is released, it deletes that routine and replaces it with a new routine 
that corresponds to that button.
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This code is repeatedly interrupted (60 times per second with the 
current settings) to display the next layer on the cube. Here, we 
simply pass the last frame that was fully calculated to the CubeView 
to be displayed. The interrupt uses features of the AVR language that 
Arduino compiles to and is also the underlying mechanism behind 
PWM on the Arduino [15]. Having the display method interrupt the 
other code keeps the refresh rate independent of calculation time and 
prevents flickering. The full code for the main Arduino sketch is in 
Appendix C.

7.6  Coordinate System

Before we turn to making new extensions of Routine, we need to define 
a coordinate system. I chose the one pictured in Figure 21, because 
it kept the standard, 2D X-Y plane for the column switching, which 
simplifies thinking about the grid of columns.
 

Figure 21: Coordinate system.



8  Routine Extensions

A new display pattern for the cube can be defined by writing a class 
that extends Routine, and making it correspond to a button in the 
main program.

8.1  All On

The simplest extension of Routine is to turn all the lights on rather than 
having them all off by default. For this I just set all the coordinates in 
our cubeModel to true in the constructor. All of the implementations 
of the extensions of Routine can be found in Appendix D.

8.2  Corner To Corner

In this extension of Routine I also overrode the update method, giving 
the cube behavior over time.

The program starts by randomly choosing a vertex of the cube. Every 
step, the lights advance out from their starting vertex toward the 
opposing corner. When the light has filled the whole cube, it retreats 
away from the corner where it started. The routine then repeats with a 
new random corner, as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Corner to corner

A simple rule tells the program to light a pixel: If the sum of the x, y 
and z distances is below a certain threshold, the pixel is lit. All other 
pixels remain off. The threshold is upped by one each step, and then the 
process is repeated in reverse to darken the cube. A video of this routine 
can be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JepP7kZtAoA

8.3  Cube Frame

This routine also starts with choosing a random vertex. This time the 
wire frame of a cube expands out of that corner before contracting back 
down, as seen in Figure 23. The process then repeats with a new corner. 
 



Figure 23: Cube Frame.

Again, a relatively simple rule allows the program to decide whether 
a point is on the wire frame cube or not. At least two of the x, y, or z 
distances from the corner must either be the current size of the cube 
or zero. The remaining distance must be less than the size of the cube. 
A video of this routine can be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QgoOCA9OFKA

8.4  Fade

Here the routine randomly lights up an unlit voxel (volumetric pixel) 
until the whole cube is lit, as seen in Figure 24. When that ocurrs, the 
voxels are then randomly turned back off, one by one. A video of this 
routine can be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psDIY5-
7m4I
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Figure 24: Fade.

8.5  Ripple

This routine shows a ripple calculated with trigonometric functions, as 
seen in Figure 25. The height at each x-y coordinate is a function of the 
sine of the distance from the center plus time. A video of this routine 
can be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW_LQH1zFAw

 



Figure 25: Ripple.

8.6  Wave

The routine again uses trig functions to trace out a wave through time, 
as seen in Figure 26. Again, disregarding constants, the height of each 
x-y coordinate is a function of the sum of sin(x+time) + cos(y + time). 
Interestingly, there are lines of points through the cube that remain 
constant while the rest of the wave fluctuates. A video of this routine 
can be seen here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCo5Zb-h8e4
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Figure 26: Wave.
 
8.7  Pouring Rain

Rain randomly pours down into the cube, piling up on the bottom, 
as seen in Figure 27. An unlit LED at the top of the cube is randomly 
chosen to become a drop. This drop then falls until it either hits the 
bottom of the cube or piles on top of a previously fallen drop. This 
process is repeated until the cube is full, at which point the routine 
repeats. A video of this routine can be seen here: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=YBtx0Z9m7xg
 



Figure 27: Pouring Rain.
 
8.8  Bouncing Ball

This is a physics simulation of a ball bouncing inside the cube, as 
seen in Figure 28. To make this easier, I defined a particle class that 
simulates physics within some bounds. The particle is initialized with 
some radius, position, and velocity and told whether or not it should 
bounce. Acceleration and air resistance can also be applied to the 
particle. The code for a particle can be found in Appendix F.

This routine creates a particle with radius 2 at a random position with 
random velocity, and takes snapshots of its position as it bounces 
about. A video of this routine can be seen here: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Bp-4zFclmi4
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Figure 28: Bouncing Ball.

8.9  Firework

This time the flexibility of the particle class is used to simulate a 
firework, as seen in Figure 29.

A particle is sent up in the center of the cube. When it gets to z=4, 
the particle is replaced with a random number of other particles. The 
particles are sent out with large, random velocities but are subject to a 
large amount of drag, just like in a real firework.

These particles slide down the sides of the cube, disappearing just 
before they reach the ground. Then the process repeats with another 
firework. A video of this routine can be seen here: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dqlUrqUYxlk
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Figure 29: Firework.

9  Conclusion

Overall, the LED cube was a complete success. Thankfully, the circuitry 
worked the first time around with a minimum of debugging, despite its 
complexity. That taught me the value of building a prototype to work 
out any problems before building a final product.

The most important part of this project was undoubtedly what I 
learned from it. In terms of electronics, I came to really understand 
how transistors work, as it involved by far the largest and most complex 
circuit I have ever designed. On the programming side, I learned how 
to use pointers and memory management to write the C++ code that 
controls the cube. It was important to see a real-world application of 
polymorphism and to learn about the virtual keyword in C++. More 
generally, I discovered the power of digital circuits coupled with a 
microprocessor.
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Even if LED cubes do not become popular as 3D displays—and I doubt 
they will, given the cost of producing so many voxels—I am thrilled 
with the way my cube turned out. Hopefully, others are too when they 
see it in operation.
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12  Appendices

12.1  Appendix A: Parts List
 

Part Description Purpose Qty Unit Cost Total Cost

Arduino Mega Microcontroller 1 $58.95 $58.95

Lot of 1000 3 mm Blue 
Diffused LEDs

Lights for voxels 1 $24.80 $24.80

5 V 2 A Wall Wart 
Power Supply

DC plug in 
power supply

1 $6.99 $6.99

3 ft of 50 Conductor 
Ribbon Cable

Organize leads between 
PCB and cube columns

1 $3.99 $3.99

3 ft of 9 Conductor 
Ribbon Cable

Organize leads between 
PCB and Arduino,  PCB 
and cube layers

2 $0.89 $1.78

PCB mount 1.3 mm 
DC Power Jack

Port for power from 
wall wart power supply

1 $1.89 $1.89

Pkg of 4 Pushbutton 
Switches

User input for switching 
between modes

2 $3.69 $7.38

5A DPDT On-On Hole 
Mount Switch

As a DPST 
power switch

1 $2.99 $2.99

Pkg of 12 1-1/4 
Aligator Clips

Soldering heat sinks 
and clamps

1 $2.99 $2.99

Prototype PCB board Containing final circuits 2 $3.49 $6.98

Assorted PCB mounting 
screws & tubes

Mounting Arduino 
and PCBs inside of 
acrylic case

*

100 Ω Resistor Dropping voltage 
for LEDs

53 *

560 Ω Resistor Limit current for 
digital output ports 
switching columns

53 *

4.7 kΩ Resistor Limit current for 
digital output ports 
switching layers

9 *

10 kΩ Resistor Limit current in 
pushbutton 
detection circuits

8 *

24 Gauge Insulated
Solid Core Wire

Structural support 
for cube

*
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22 Gauge Insulated Solid 
Core Wire

Miscellanious wiring *

TIP31C NPN 
Power Transistor

Layer switching 9 *

2N3904 NPN Transistor Column switching 53 *

Acrylic Sheet Case *

Header Pins Transfer power betwn 
PCBs. Connect ribbon 
cable to Arduino.

*

1/4 in Particle Board 
Plywood

Laser-cut soldering 
templates

*

3/8 in Plywood Proping layers apart 
while soldering

*

Total: $118.74
 
“*”s denote stock materials of which Menlo already has a large supply.

12.2  Appendix B: LED Emission Spectrum

Using an emission spectrometer, I measured the intensity of the light 
being emitted by the blue LEDs at different wavelengths in an otherwise 
darkened room. A graph of the data can be seen in Figure 30. The peak 
of 468 nm is a function of the bandgap of the LED and is consistant 
with zinc selenide, indium gallium nitride, and other common blue 
LED semiconductor materials [15].
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Figure 30: Graph of the emission spectrum of the blue LEDs used for the cube. 
The peak is at 468 nm [15]. 
 
12.3  Appendix C: Main Arduino Source Code

/**
*    LED_Cube
*    
*    Code for an Arduino Mega to control an LED cube.  Ports 0 to 48 
should 
*    switch the columns, with (0,0 to 6) going to ports 0 to 6,
*    (1,0 to 6) going to ports 7 to 13, etc.
*    
*    Ports A0 through A6 control the layers with A0 controlling z = 0 
and A6
*    controlling z = 6.  
*
*    Ports A8 to A15 serve as inputs for the pushbutton switches.
*
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include <PushButton.h>
#include <CubeView.h>
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#include <Routine.h>
#include <AllOn.h>
#include <CornerToCorner.h>
#include <CubeFrame.h>
#include <Fade.h>
#include <Ripple.h>
#include <Wave.h>
#include <PouringRain.h>
#include <BouncingBall.h>
#include <Particle.h>
#include <Firework.h>

#define CUBE_SIZE 7
#define NUM_BUTTONS 8
#define REFRESH_RATE 60

PushButton buttons[NUM_BUTTONS];
CubeView cube = CubeView();
Routine *currentRoutine = new Routine();

boolean lastCompleteFrame[CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_
SIZE];

void setup() 
{
  setUpButtons();
  setUpInterrupts();
}

void setUpInterrupts()
{
  cli();//stop interrupts while we set them up
  //set up an interrupt with timer1
  TCCR1A = 0;
  TCCR1B = 0;
  TCNT1  = 0;
  //make the interrupt ocurr at the correct frequency.  The frequency 
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is REFRESH_RATE*CUBE_SIZE
  OCR1A = (16000000/REFRESH_RATE/1024/CUBE_SIZE -1);
  TCCR1B |= (1 << WGM12);
  // Set to CS10 and CS12 so we have the 1024
  TCCR1B |= (1 << CS12) | (1 << CS10);  
  TIMSK1 |= (1 << OCIE1A);
  sei();//reallow interrupts 
}

void setUpButtons()
{
  for(byte i = 0 ; i < NUM_BUTTONS ; i++)
  {
    buttons[i] = PushButton(i+A8);
  }
}

//Called by timer interrupt
ISR(TIMER1_COMPA_vect)
{
  cube.displayLayer(lastCompleteFrame);
}

void loop() 
{
  currentRoutine->update(getTimeSinceLastFrameInMicros());
  memcpy(&lastCompleteFrame, &currentRoutine->cubeModel, 
sizeof(boolean)*CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE);
  getButtonInput();
}

void getButtonInput()
{
  if(anyButtonWasPressed())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new AllOn();
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  }
  if(buttons[0].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new CornerToCorner();
  }
  if(buttons[1].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new CubeFrame();
  }
  if(buttons[2].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new Fade();
  }
  if (buttons[3].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new Ripple();
  }
  if (buttons[4].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new Wave();
  }   
  if (buttons[5].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new PouringRain();
  }
  if (buttons[6].wasReleased())
  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new BouncingBall();
  }
  if (buttons[7].wasReleased())
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  {
    delete currentRoutine;
    currentRoutine = new Firework();
  } 
}

boolean anyButtonWasPressed()
{
  for(byte i = 0 ; i < NUM_BUTTONS ; i++)
  {
    if(buttons[i].wasPressed())
    {
      return true;
    }
  }
  return false;
}

/*Get the time since the last call of this function in microseconds*/
unsigned long getTimeSinceLastFrameInMicros()
{
  static unsigned long lastTime = 0;
  unsigned long dt = micros()-lastTime;
  lastTime = micros();
  return dt;
}

12.4  Appendix D: Source Code for Routines

/**
*    Routine.h
*    
*    Base class to set up a model for the cube.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/
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#ifndef Routine_h
#define Routine_h

#define CUBE_SIZE 7

#include “Arduino.h”

class Routine
{
  public:
    Routine();
 virtual ~Routine();
 virtual void update(unsigned long dt);
    boolean cubeModel[CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_SIZE];
};

#endif

/**
*    AllOn.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to light the entire cube.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “AllOn.h”

AllOn::AllOn()
{
  for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
  {
    for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
    {
      for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
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      {
        cubeModel[x][y][z] = true;
      }
    }
  }
}

/**
*    CornerToCorner.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to light up the cube starting at a corner.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “CornerToCorner.h”

CornerToCorner::CornerToCorner()
{
 timeSinceLastStep = 0;
 step = 0;
 growing = true;
 xHigh = random(2);
 yHigh = random(2);
 zHigh = random(2);
}

void CornerToCorner::update(unsigned long dt)
{ 
 timeSinceLastStep += dt;
 if (timeSinceLastStep > STEP_TIME)
 {
  if(growing)
  {
   for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
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   {
    for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; 
y++)
    {
     for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_
SIZE ; z++)
     {
      int xDist = x;
      if(xHigh)
      {
       xDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -x -1;
      }
      int yDist = y;
      if(yHigh)
      {
       yDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -y -1;
      }
      int zDist = z;
      if(zHigh)
      {
       zDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -z -1;
      }
      cubeModel[x][y][z] 
= (xDist + yDist + zDist <= step);
     }
    }
   }
   step++;
   if(step > (CUBE_SIZE-1)*3)
   {
    step = 0;
    growing = false;
   }
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  }
  else
  {
   for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
   {
    for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; 
y++)
    {
     for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_
SIZE ; z++)
     {
      int xDist = x;
      if(xHigh)
      {
       xDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -x -1;
      }
      int yDist = y;
      if(yHigh)
      {
       yDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -y -1;
      }
      int zDist = z;
      if(zHigh)
      {
       zDist = 
CUBE_SIZE -z -1;
      }
      cubeModel[x][y][z] 
= !(xDist + yDist + zDist <= step);
     }
    }
   }
   step++;
   if(step > (CUBE_SIZE-1)*3)
   {
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    step = 0;
    growing = true;
    xHigh = random(2);
    yHigh = random(2);
    zHigh = random(2);
   }
  }
  timeSinceLastStep -= STEP_TIME;
 }
}

/**
*    CubeFrame.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to expand and contract a wireframe of a 
cube.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “CubeFrame.h”

CubeFrame::CubeFrame()
{
 timeSinceLastExpantion = 0;
 wireframeSize = 0;
 growing = true;
 xHigh = random(2);
 yHigh = random(2);
 zHigh = random(2);
} 

void CubeFrame::update (unsigned long dt)
{
 timeSinceLastExpantion += dt;
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 if (timeSinceLastExpantion > STEP_TIME)
 {
  for(byte x=0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
  {
   for(byte y=0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
   {
    for(byte z=0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
    {
     int xDist = x;
     if(xHigh)
     {
      xDist = CUBE_SIZE 
-x -1;
     }
     int yDist = y;
     if(yHigh)
     {
      yDist = CUBE_SIZE 
-y -1;
     }
     int zDist = z;
     if(zHigh)
     {
      zDist = CUBE_SIZE 
-z -1;
     }
     if( xDist < wireframeSize 
&& yDist < wireframeSize && zDist < wireframeSize)
     {
      int count = 0;
      if(xDist == 0 || 
xDist == wireframeSize -1)
      {
       count++;
      }
      if(yDist == 0 || 
yDist == wireframeSize -1)
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      {
       count++;
      }
      if(zDist == 0 || zDist 
== wireframeSize -1)
      {
       count++;
      }
      
      if(count >= 2)
      {
       
cubeModel[x][y][z] = true;
      }
      else
      {
       
cubeModel[x][y][z] = false;
      }
     }
     else
     {
      cubeModel[x][y][z] 
= false;
     }
    }
   }
  }
  
  if(wireframeSize == CUBE_SIZE)
  {
   growing = false;
  }
  if(wireframeSize == 0)
  {
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   growing = true;
   xHigh = random(2);
   yHigh = random(2);
   zHigh = random(2);
  }
  if(growing)
  {
   wireframeSize++;
  }
  else
  {
   wireframeSize--;
  }
  timeSinceLastExpantion-= STEP_TIME;
 }
}

/**
*    Fade.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine randomly fade the cube in and out.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “Fade.h”

Fade::Fade()
{
 numLeft = CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE;
 timeSinceLastStep = 0;
 lighting = true;
}
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void Fade::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 timeSinceLastStep += dt;
 if (timeSinceLastStep > STEP_TIME)
 {
  int toToggle = random(numLeft);
  int unchangedCounter = 0;
  for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
  {
   for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
   {
    for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; 
z++)
    {
     if(lighting != cubeModel[x]
[y][z])
     {
      
if(unchangedCounter == toToggle)
      {
       
cubeModel[x][y][z] = lighting;
       numLeft--;
      }
      
unchangedCounter++;
     }
    }
   }
  }
  if(numLeft == 0)
  {
   numLeft = CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_
SIZE*CUBE_SIZE;
   lighting = !lighting;
  }
  timeSinceLastStep -= STEP_TIME;
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 }
}

/**
*    Ripple.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to display a ripple effect using the sin 
function.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “Ripple.h”

Ripple::Ripple()
{
 runTime = 0;
}

void Ripple::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 runTime += 1.0*dt/1000000;

 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
   {
    cubeModel[x][y][z] = false; 
   }
  }
 } 
 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
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  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   float cDist = sqrt(((x-3)*(x-3))+((y-
3)*(y-3)));
   
   float zfloat = 3*sin(.75*cDist + 5*runTime) + 
3;
  
   int z = int(zfloat + .5);
  
   cubeModel[x][y][z] = true;
  }  
 }  
}

/**
*    Wave.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to display a Wave effect using the sin 
function.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “Wave.h”

Wave::Wave()
{
 runTime = 0;
}

void Wave::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 runTime += 1.0*dt/1000000;
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 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
   {
    cubeModel[x][y][z] = false; 
   }
  }
 } 
 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {   
   float zfloat = 1.5*sin(.75*(x-3) + 5*runTime) 
+ 1.5*cos(.75*(y-3) + 5*runTime) + 3;
   int z = int(zfloat + .5);
  
   cubeModel[x][y][z] = true;
  }  
 }  
}

/**
float Wave::fastSin(double x)
{
 x = (int(100*x) % 628)*1.0/100;
 if(x > 4.71)
 {
  x-=6.28;
 }
 else if(x > 1.57)
 {
  x = 3.14-x;
 }
 return (x - x*x*x/6);
}
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float Wave::fastCos(double x)
{
 return fastSin(x + 1.57);
}
**/

/**
*    PouringRain.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to display the cube filling up with rain.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “PouringRain.h”

PouringRain::PouringRain()
{
 timeSinceLastStep = 0;
 spawnDrop = true;
}

void PouringRain::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 timeSinceLastStep += dt;
 
 if (timeSinceLastStep > STEP_TIME)
 {
  if (spawnDrop)
  {
   byte lit = 0;
   
   for ( byte x = 0; x < CUBE_SIZE; x++)
   {
    for ( byte y = 0; y < CUBE_SIZE; 
y++)
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    { 
     if (cubeModel[x][y][CUBE_
SIZE - 1])
    {
      lit++;
      
     }
    }
   }
   if(lit == CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE)
   {
    for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; 
x++)
    {
     for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_
SIZE ; y++)
     {
      for(byte z = 0 ; z < 
CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
      {
       
cubeModel[x][y][z] = false;
      }
     }
    }
    return;
   }
   byte randomIndex = random(CUBE_
SIZE*CUBE_SIZE - lit);
   
   byte unlit = 0;
   
   for ( byte x = 0; x < CUBE_SIZE; x++)
   {
    for ( byte y = 0; y < CUBE_SIZE; 
y++)
    {
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     if(!cubeModel[x][y][CUBE_
SIZE - 1])
     {
      if(randomIndex == 
unlit)
      {
       
cubeModel[x][y][CUBE_SIZE - 1] = true;
       xCurrent = 
x;
       yCurrent = 
y;
       zCurrent = 
CUBE_SIZE - 1;
       spawnDrop 
= false;
      }
      unlit ++;
     }
    }
   }
  }
  else
  {
   if(cubeModel[xCurrent][yCurrent][zCurrent 
- 1] || zCurrent == 0)
   {
    spawnDrop = true;
   }
   else
   {
    cubeModel[xCurrent][yCurrent]
[zCurrent] = false;
    zCurrent--;
    cubeModel[xCurrent][yCurrent]
[zCurrent] = true;
   }
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  } 
  timeSinceLastStep -= STEP_TIME;
 }
}

/**
*    BouncingBall.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to display a bouncing ball.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “BouncingBall.h”

BouncingBall::BouncingBall()
{
 ball = new Particle(random(CUBE_SIZE), random(CUBE_
SIZE), CUBE_SIZE -1 -1, random(3,9), random(3,9), 0, true, 2, 
CUBE_SIZE);
}

void BouncingBall::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 float timeChange = 1.0*dt/1000000;
 ball->accelerateZ(-15, timeChange);
 ball->move(timeChange);
 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
   {
    cubeModel[x][y][z] = false;
   }
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  }
 }
 
 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
   {
    cubeModel[x][y][z] = ball-
>pointIsInSphere(x, y, z);
   }
  }
 }
} 

BouncingBall::~BouncingBall()
{
 delete ball;
}

/**
*    Firework.cpp
*    
*    Extention of Routine to simulate a firework.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “Firework.h”

Firework::Firework()
{
 exploded = false;
 rocket = new Particle(CUBE_SIZE/2, CUBE_SIZE/2, 0, 0, 0, 
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10, false, 0, CUBE_SIZE);
 debris = new Particle[0];
}

void Firework::update(unsigned long dt)
{
 for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
 {
  for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
  {
   for(byte z = 0 ; z < CUBE_SIZE ; z++)
   {
    cubeModel[x][y][z] = false;
   }
  }
 }
 float timeChange = 1.0*dt/1000000;
 if(!exploded)
 {
  rocket->move(timeChange);
  if(rocket->getRoundedZ() >= 4)
  {
   delete[] debris;
   exploded = true;
   numDebris = random(30, 40);
   debris = new Particle[numDebris];
   for(byte i = 0 ; i < numDebris ; i++)
   {
    debris[i] = Particle(CUBE_SIZE/2, 
CUBE_SIZE/2, 4, random(-10,11), random(-10,11), random(0,21), 
false, 0, CUBE_SIZE);
   }
  }
  cubeModel[rocket->getRoundedX()][rocket-
>getRoundedY()][rocket->getRoundedZ()] = true;
 }
 else
 {
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  byte visableCount = 0;
  for(byte i = 0 ; i < numDebris ; i++)
  {
   debris[i].accelerateZ(-15, timeChange);
   debris[i].drag(0.05, timeChange);
   debris[i].move(timeChange);
   if(debris[i].getRoundedZ() > 0)
   {
    visableCount++;
    cubeModel[debris[i].
getRoundedX()][debris[i].getRoundedY()][debris[i].getRoundedZ()] 
= true;
   }
  }
  if (!visableCount)
  {
   exploded = false;
   delete rocket;
   rocket = new Particle(CUBE_SIZE/2, 
CUBE_SIZE/2, 0, 0, 0, 10, false, 0, CUBE_SIZE);
  }
 }
} 

Firework::~Firework()
{
 delete rocket;
 delete[] debris;
}

12.5  Appendix E: Utility Library Source Code

PushButton Interface
/**
*    PushButton.h
*    
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*    Class to control input from a pushbutton switch.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#ifndef PushButton_h
#define PushButton_h

#include “Arduino.h”

class PushButton
{
  public:
    PushButton(int pin);
 PushButton();
    boolean isDown();
 boolean wasPressed();
    boolean wasReleased();
  private:
    int _pin;
    boolean lastState;
};

#endif

CubeView
/**
*    CubeView.h
*    
*    Class to display a model on the cube.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/
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#ifndef CubeView_h
#define CubeView_h

#define CUBE_SIZE 7

#include “Arduino.h”

class CubeView
{
  public:
    CubeView();
 void displayLayer(boolean model[CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_
SIZE][CUBE_SIZE]);
  private:
 byte currentLayer;
};

#endif

/**
*    CubeView.cpp
*    
*    Class to display a model on the cube.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “CubeView.h”

CubeView::CubeView()
{
    currentLayer = 0;
    for(byte i = 0 ; i < CUBE_SIZE*CUBE_SIZE; i++)
    {
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        pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
        digitalWrite(i , LOW);
    }
    for(byte i = 0 ; i < CUBE_SIZE ; i++)
    {
        pinMode(A0+i, OUTPUT);
        digitalWrite(A0+i , LOW);
    }
}

void CubeView::displayLayer(boolean model[CUBE_SIZE][CUBE_
SIZE][CUBE_SIZE])
{    
    for(int l = CUBE_SIZE -1; l > -1; l--)
    {
        digitalWrite(A0+l, LOW);
    }
    for(byte x = 0 ; x < CUBE_SIZE ; x++)
    {
      for(byte y = 0 ; y < CUBE_SIZE ; y++)
      {
        if( model[x][y][currentLayer])
        {
          digitalWrite(CUBE_SIZE*y + x, HIGH);
        }
        else
        {
          digitalWrite(CUBE_SIZE*y + x, LOW);
        }
      }
    }
    digitalWrite(A0+currentLayer, HIGH);
    currentLayer++;
    currentLayer = currentLayer % CUBE_SIZE;
}
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12.6  Appendix F: Source Code for Particle

/**
*    Particle.h
*    
*    Class to calculate the motion of a particle moving through space.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#ifndef Particle_h
#define Particle_h

#include “Arduino.h”

class Particle
{
 public:
  Particle(float x, float y, float z, float vX, float vY, float 
vZ, boolean bounces, float radius, int cubeSize);
  Particle();
  void move(float dt);
  void accelerateZ(float aZ, float dt);
  void accelerate(float aX, float aY, float aZ, float dt);
  void drag(float coef, float dt);
  int getRoundedX();
  int getRoundedY();
  int getRoundedZ();
  boolean pointIsInSphere(byte x, byte y, byte z);
 private:
  float _x, _y, _z, _vX, _vY, _vZ;
  float _radius;
  boolean _bounces;
  int _cubeSize;
};
#endif
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/**
*    Particle.cpp
*    
*    Class to calculate the motion of a particle moving through space.
*    
*    Program written by Christopher Sauer
*    Spring 2013 
**/

#include “Arduino.h”
#include “Particle.h”

Particle::Particle(float x, float y, float z, float vX, float vY, float vZ, 
boolean bounces, float radius, int cubeSize)
{
 _radius = radius;
 _x = x;
 _y = y;
 _z = z;
 _vX = vX;
 _vY = vY;
 _vZ = vZ;
 _bounces = bounces;
 _cubeSize = cubeSize;
}

Particle::Particle()
{
}

void Particle::move(float dt)
{
 float proposedX = _x + _vX*dt;
 if(proposedX > _cubeSize - 1 || proposedX < 0)
 {
  if(_bounces)
  {
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   _vX = -_vX;
  }
  else
  {
   _vX = 0;
  }
 }
 float proposedY = _y + _vY*dt;
 if(proposedY > _cubeSize - 1 || proposedY < 0)
 {
  if(_bounces)
  {
   _vY = -_vY;
  }
  else
  {
   _vY = 0;
  }
 }
 float proposedZ = _z + _vZ*dt;
 if(proposedZ > _cubeSize - 1)
 {
 //don’t bounce off top
  _vZ = 0;
 }
 if( proposedZ < 0)
 {
  if(_bounces)
  {
   _vZ = -_vZ;
  }
  else
  {
   _vZ = 0;
  }
 }
 _x += _vX*dt;
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 _y += _vY*dt;
 _z += _vZ*dt;
}

void Particle::accelerateZ(float aZ, float dt)
{
 _vZ += aZ*dt;
}

void Particle::accelerate(float aX, float aY, float aZ, float dt)
{
 _vX += aX*dt;
 _vY += aY*dt;
 _vZ += aZ*dt;
}

void Particle::drag(float coef, float dt)
{
 float multiple = pow(coef,dt);
 _vX *= multiple;
 _vY *= multiple;
 _vZ *= multiple;
}

boolean Particle::pointIsInSphere(byte x, byte y, byte z)
{
 float xDiff = _x - x;
 if(xDiff > _radius || xDiff < -_radius)
 {
  return false;
 }
 float yDiff = _y - y;
 if(yDiff > _radius || yDiff < -_radius )
 {
  return false;
 }
 float zDiff = _z - z;
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 if(zDiff > _radius || zDiff < -_radius )
 {
  return false;
 }
 return (sqrt((x-_x)*(x-_x) + (y-_y)*(y-_y) + (z-_z)*(z-_z)) 
<= _radius);
}

int Particle::getRoundedX()
{
 return int(_x + .5);
}

int Particle::getRoundedY()
{
 return int(_y + .5);
}

int Particle::getRoundedZ()
{
 return int(_z + .5);
}




